THE FASHION ISSUE

HOW TO LOOK GREAT THIS FALL

RULE NO. 1
KEEP IT SIMPLE

THE NEW POWER SUITS
PERFECT OVERCOATS
TWEED GOES MODERN
GRUNGE MAKES A COMEBACK
THE CLASSIC BLACK SHOE GETS AN UPGRADE
HOW TO PULL OFF COLOR

RULE NO. 2
STAND NEXT TO HER

details.com
MAKING THEIR MARK
THE SEARCH FOR THE NEXT GENERATION OF CREATIVE INNOVATORS

We're setting our sights on visionary thinkers across artistic disciplines whose media, processes, approaches, and results consistently buck trends—and observing as they change the cultural landscape with their work.

Whether it's in the unexpected nature of their creations, the raw simplicity of their tools or the sources of their inspiration, these four have captivated us with their individual approaches to their craft.

HOW TO PULL OFF TWEED

TRUST US: IT ISN'T JUST FOR IVY LEAGUE PROFESSORS ANYMORE. THE CLASSIC FABRIC IS LOOKING THOROUGHLY MODERN IN SLIM-CUT PIECES THAT SMARTEN UP ANY WARDROBE.

From left: jacket ($149) by Marc McHairy New Amsterdam, sweater ($175) by Marc Jacobs, pants ($280) by Michael Bastian, shoes ($1,195) by Chanel, jacket ($295) by Express, shirt ($65) by Patric Ervati, pants ($216) by John Varvatos.